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This simple nappy bag will brighten up any nursery.  We used an old duvet to
make ours and utilised an old piece of plastic for the base insert.  However, the
bag can be made from any washable cotton and some strong cardboard can be

used for the base.
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HANGING NAPPY STORAGE BAG

Materials Equipment

Old duvet or similar weight cotton
Binding tape
Piping cord (optional)
4 x buttons
Thin ribbon
Thread
Strong cardboard for base (or similar)

Sewing machine
Fabric scissors
Measuring tape
Pins and a Needle
Zipper foot (optional)

Notes:
• Backstitch all seams unless otherwise stated.
• 1.5cm seam allowance included in the pattern measurements.
• Finished bag size approx. 30cm x 22cm x 50cm.

1) Start by deciding what details you can and would like to use from your duvet.  In our case, we
had a length of braid running across the top.  With careful pattern placement, we cut our front
pieces and their linings in one go.  This meant we simply folded along the braid to create a self-
lined front piece, leaving a nice neat centre front edge.  

2) To line the remaining pieces, simply lay the lining piece onto the wrong side of its corresponding
upper piece and topstitch inside of the seam allowance with a long stitch to seure it in place.
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PIPING (OPTIONAL)

As an extra detail, we created a piping to sit between the side seams.  For this we used some
binding and simply ironed the folded edges flat.               

To create the piping – cut the length of binding you require to fit the length of your seam, in our
case 15”/37.5cm long.  Cut your cord approx. ¾”/2cm longer than your binding piece.  Fold the bias
in half widthways, wrong sides together inserting the cord into the centre as you do so.  Using a
zipper foot, topstitch close to the edge of the cord being careful not to stitch the cord itself (the
aim is to just trap the cord inside the binding).

3) To create the main bag – take one front piece and one side piece.  Place right sides together
and stitch along the side length from the top and stopping 1.5cm from the bottom. If you are
inserting piping, you will need to layer this in between the two pieces before you stitch them.
Tip – if you use a zipper foot to stitch the seam, you can get a close finish to your piping.
Repeat this with the other front piece and then again with the back pieces.

4) Press the seams open and then flat.  To neaten the seam edges, we used an overlocker but you
can simply use a zig-zag stitch or bind the edges instead.
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5) For the base piece – fold the upper piece in half
widthways.  Pin to the lining matching the back edges.
This will leave you with a 1.5cm lining overlap on the
front edge. 

10) With right sides together, pin and stitch along the side edges of the top section.  Press seams.

6) Cut a length of ribbon long enough to create a loop for your button, not forgetting to add
extra for seam allowance.  Mark approx. 3 ½”/8.5cm from the side edge and making a loop, pin
the ribbon ends to the back of the base edge so that your loop is sitting on the fabric.  Repeat
from the opposite side edge.  Stitch to hold. 

7) With right sides together and matching the edges, pin and stitch the bag to the base along all
four edges.  Take extra care not to trap your folded edge inside the seam as you do so.  Turn
your bag through to the right side to check your folded base edge is sitting free of the seam
before neatening the inside seams.

8) At the top of the bag, fold each of the sides inside the bag by taking the front side seam and
meeting it to the back side seam.  Pin and stitch to hold.

11) Sandwich the bag in
between the front and
back pieces of the top
section.  Pin and stitch
in place from one side
to the other.  Press
and turn through to
right side.

9) If you choose to add piping to the seamline, stitch it in
place now.
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12) Measure 1.5cm along the raw edges of the top section and turn these to the inside, pressing the
folded edges flat.  To create the hanging tabs – we used 2 pieces of binding and simply stitched
them together along the sides.  The length is up to you but you need to allow double the
finished length plus your seam allowance when cutting it.  On one short end, insert a looped
piece of ribbon to fit your button (with the loop sitting outside the tab) and topstitch in place.
Decide where you would like the tabs and position them an equal distance from the sides,
between the front and back pieces of the top section.  Pin and topstitch close to the folded
edge, starting and finishing on the opposite side.

All done! Just insert your solid base and you have one
Nappy Storage Bag ready to use. J

13) Finish by stitching your
buttons onto the base
and at the back of the
top section.


